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Infographics
Top EdTech Research Topics 2020

1st: Engineering 3.9%
Science 3.2%
Mobile 3.6%
Games 3.1%

2nd: STEM 2.7%
Internet 2.5%
Multimedia 2.4%
Augmented Reality 2.3%

3rd: Language 2.2%
Virtual Reality 1.8%
MOOCs 1.1%
Social Media 1.1%
Simulations 1.0%
Videos 1.0%

Calculated from keyword instances of topics in research articles and conference proceeding titles returned from the Scopus API (n = 28,500).

Net Sentiment of Top 2020 Twitter Hashtags

1st

#gsuiteedu #data #steam #googleedu

2nd

#careerteched #stem #ai #science

3rd

#socialmedia #google #assistivetech #digit

#cybersecurity #elearning #math #vr

Net sentiment determined by adding Sentiment positivity and negativity results together, with scores >0 representing net positive and < 0 net negative (n = 25/6/20).
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